Find many great new & used options and get the best deals for The English Common Reader: A Social History of the Mass Reading Public, 1800-1900 by Richard Daniel Altick (Paperback / softback, 1983) at the best online prices at eBay! Free delivery for many products! History Paperback School Textbooks & Study Guides 1900-1949 Publication Year. Social History History & Military Non-Fiction Books in English 1900-1949 Publication Year. Politics & Society Social Issues Books in English 1900-1949 Publication Year. Additional site navigation. About eBay. The English Common Reader was the first comprehensive and systematic exploration of how the ordinary Englishman became a reader. A rich social history as well as a history of the English reading public, the book has become a classic. It will continue to be read and enjoyed by scholars and students as we make our way through another age of profound social change for the rea...